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My intentions for the project
When I began researching the catalysts for this project I knew that I intended
to do production design for film and that I wanted an opportunity to do
science fiction, a genre that has interested me for some time. The themes that
interested me during my initial research were human stories, dreams and
questioning reality. This led me to research the prolific and influential
science-fiction author Philip K. Dick who wrote stories about normal people in
future settings and notably in many of his works Dick would disseminate the
fragile nature of reality. I chose to use his 1969 novel Ubik as a basis my
project because it dealt with some intriguing concepts and it had parallels with
Jan Svankmeyers The Flat: in The Flat the character struggles with objects
that change before his eyes and is unable to escape his flat, similarly Ubik’s
protagonist Joe Chip finds his food and appliances ageing rapidly as his
everyday reality unravels. He discovers that he is in fact dead, frozen in a
dreamlike state between life and death known as ‘half life’. The novel revolves
around the concept that in the future technology exists which allows the living
to communicate with the dead if they are frozen in stasis immediately after
death. It is a way of delaying death whereby the deceased is trapped in a
dream-like state known as 'half-life'. In the story people go to a facility called
Beloved Brentham Moratorium to communicate with their deceased relatives.
As a result the people in this future society no longer know how to deal with
death, this relates to how modern medicine in today has progressed to the
point where sick people are kept alive at all costs regardless of their quality of
life. I chose to design the sets for Beloved Brentham Moratorium as this
facility is central to the story, the sets I have designed are different parts of the
facility and make up the building as a whole. My intentions were to use
production design to convey the subtle moral questions and social
commentary that Philip K Dick employed in the novel. Furthermore I made a
conscious decision to avoid science-fiction clichés where sets and props are
designed just to look futuristic, and instead set out to design a science-fiction
setting that is routed in realism and practicality.
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Beloved Brentham
Moratorium
In Ubik: The
Screenplay Philip K.
Dick described
Beloved Brentham
Moratorium as a
‘razzle-dazzle
gingerbread baroque plastic and
tinsel building like combination
Mormon temple and Californian
drive-in’. Therefore I incorporated
some aesthetics of a Mormon
Temple into the design: a blocky
building with entirely white surfaces.
However I felt that current
architectural trends suggest an
increasing preference for simple
modernist shapes, plus practicality
and cost saving, but with a facade of
high-quality, would be part of the
company's agenda. Therefore I also
incorporated Brutalist architecture
into the design. As a result the
building is more minimalist than
Philip K. Dick described it but as the
novel is grounded in realism I felt
that this was more believable and
therefore more appropriate. Like an
iceberg I imagined that the cold-pac storage facility would extend deep
underground, but only the front of house part of the building would be visible
from the surface.
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Control Room

I liked the idea of the deceased person being frozen in a block of ice, like an ice
core sample, then slotted into a casket which would keep the ice block
refrigerated during transportation and visitation. I felt that a robotic
transportation system would be the most efficient method of transporting the
caskets. Furthermore, as the cold-pac facility would be completely automated,
I decided to show this aspect of the facility with a control room where two
back of house staff members supervise the robotic transportation system, and
deal with any problems that arise.
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I wanted to create a stark contrast between the front of house
and back of house parts of the building. The rest of the facility
would be sombre and sterile, so I wanted to juxtapose this with
bright industrial colours and materials. This illustrates that this
setting has much more life than the sombre visitor areas. I
added ladders to the design to emphasise the fact that this set is
underground, giving the impression of going down into the
engine room of a ship. This illustrates that this control room is
the working heart of Beloved Brentham Moratorium and makes
it clear that this is a workman’s environment.
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Consultation rooms

When designing the front of house parts of Beloved Brentham Moratorium. I
began with the consultation rooms and designed the rest of the building
around their dimensions. They were designed to be as small as possible to
maximise the company's turnaround. I also included larger rooms in the floor
plans to accommodate large families visiting a deceased relative on special
occasions. The small size of the consultation rooms was also intended to
convey a claustrophobic atmosphere to symbolise the entrapment of the ‘halflifer’ who is prevented from finding peace. The robotic transportation system
fits between the floors so the casket slots up into the exterior casing from
below. This exterior casing includes a hidden microphone and speakers that
allows the living visitor to converse with the deceased half-lifer. The screen
displays the half-lifer’s information and brainwave signals. I included
advertisements in the consultation room to illustrate the overcommercialisation of this future society. I also saw this as an invasion into a
very personal experience by a corporate company. I initially devised a blue
and white colour scheme to reference a hospital room, symbolising that this
technology allows people to fool themselves that their relative is just sick, not
dead. However this colour scheme did not look right in the waiting area, and I
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wanted the aesthetic to carry through, so I changed it to a sombre black-andwhite colour scheme to match the waiting area outside.
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Waiting Area

I devised a floor plan with two long wings that create distinctive perspective
lines along the corridors. The repetition created by this emphasises the
volume of people who visit the facility and the impersonal way in which they
are treated. The sliding doors were chosen to look like prison cells to represent
the entrapment of the deceased person inside. The translucent black glass
represents going through to the other side, as the people in this facility tread
the line between life and death. The arched windows emulate a church, but a
commercialised pastiche of one. I chose a reasonably low ceiling (2.25m) to
reduce the height of the building because the casket transportation system sits
between each floor, adding considerable heights to the building. Furthermore,
I also chose this ceiling height to create a claustrophobic atmosphere, the
feeling of being compressed from above relates to the fear of being trapped in
a Coffin thus linking back to Ubik's primary theme: the fear of death. I chose a
monochrome colour scheme to impose a sombre atmosphere, which provides
a very stark contrast with the colourful control room set. The use of black and
white represents life and death running concurrently, illustrating that Beloved
Brentham Moratorium is a place where life and death meet but cannot touch.
This also shows that the company image gives off a sombre yet hopeful
message: “we're sorry your relative is dead, but don't worry you can still talk to
him!"
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Lobby

The characters in the novel go to Beloved Brentham Moratorium
because it has a reputation of being “the best care for your loved
one” so the design needed to reflect this reputation. Therefore I
gave the lobby a tall ceiling of 7.65m to make it look impressive.
There are two customer service desks with a skeleton crew of
front of house staff who are there to maintain a façade of
personal customer service. These self-service machines have
hidden wheels and a built-in sensor so they approach the
customers who enter the building. Each machine displays the
face of the owner of Beloved Brentham Moratorium and, again
maintaining a façade of personal customer service. The customer
enters a reference number for the deceased person they would
like to see and is then assigned a consultation room. They are
invited to connect their mobile phone via Bluetooth, which
downloads a map and uses GPS to direct them to the direct them
to their consultation room. This parodies today's increasing
reliance on GPS and mobile devices. I carried through the colour
scheme of the waiting area by using black glass for the stair banister and lift
shaft. I chose dark grey marble flooring to maintain an impressive appearance,
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but this is in fact made from vinyl to save costs. Both the Ubik novel and
screenplay are intercut with garish advertisements aimed at the audience for a
mysterious product called “Ubik". I integrated this into the design by
including advertising boards throughout the front of house parts of the
building, these are LED screens with changing adverts that are so thin they
look like posters.
Exterior of Beloved Brentham Moratorium
Beloved Brentham Moratorium is set
in Zurich so I imagined it would be
built on the side of the mountain
slopes at the outskirts of the city.
Therefore I designed the building to
take advantage of the views, so the
stairs and lift shaft are glass fronted. I
chose black glass for the lift shaft to
maintain the colour scheme from the
lobby but it is transparent on the
inside, like car privacy windows, so
customers in the lift can fully
appreciate the view. I designed a
sloped roof to balance out the wedge
shape of the lobby, which provides an
extra floor at the top with a coffee shop
and canteen. This top floor is glass
fronted to look out at the Zurich views
and again to balance out the glass
front of the lobby.

